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Manning Press, 2005. Softcover. Book Condition: Neu.
Gebraucht - Wie neu Unbenutzt. Schnelle Lieferung,
Kartonverpackung. Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei
Mehrfachbestellung werden die Versandkosten anteilig
erstattet. - How to create the next generation of cutting-edge
web interfaces. Ajax exploded on the scene in the Spring of
2005 when a web site defined the term and Google released
Google Maps and GMail, powerful examples of what Ajax can
do. Ajax uses familiar web technologies - DHTML, CSS, DOM,
and JavaScript - in radically different ways resulting in a much
richer user experience. The key to success lies in knowing how
to orchestrate them as a coherent whole, splitting off parts of
what is normally done by the server and putting it into the
browser for instantaneous response to user input. Ajax allows a
new breed of web applications with the rich expressiveness of
desktop applications. This book helps developers realize that
promise - it explains the big picture and how to unlearn many
old coding habits. It explains the design patterns and best
practices to create a live interface for the user, not get in his
way. It also discusses important Ajax issues: how to make good
use of network bandwidth, and how...
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Merely no phrases to describe. It generally does not price an excessive amount of. Its been designed in an extremely
simple way in fact it is simply soon a er i finished reading through this pdf through which really altered me, modify
the way i really believe.
-- Na ta sha  R olfson-- Na ta sha  R olfson

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica
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